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BREAKING
THROUGH
BORDERS
Everything you need to know about DLSL’s Borderfree Education
Gillienne Nicole C. Urrea

W

ith the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic, many schools have started adapting their classes and
activities to online learning; one of these is DLSL, which has developed the so-called “Borderfree
Education” to meet the needs of students, teachers, and partners, as well as instill the Lasallian
core values amidst these trying times.

This set-up places an emphasis on
fully online and self-paced learning,
with the levels of guidance from teachers
and parents varying according to grade
level, and generally employs two types of
modalities: asynchronous (self-paced) and
synchronous (real-time).
It also includes the usual
programs and services offered during
face-to-face classes, such as clubs, student
organizations, health services, and

guidance counseling.
Borderfree timeline
According to the Borderfree Learning
Experience Roadmap (which can be
accessed on DLSL’s official website), the
gradual transition to the said system of
education commenced in 2016, during an
IT summit initiating ideas and discussions
for a fully digital campus.
In the following year, the institution

spent a sizeable amount—approximately
300 million pesos, to be specific—in laying
out the foundations for the digital campus,
including subscriptions to Canvas and
Microsoft Office 365, which would both be
fundamental components of the Learning
Management System (LMS).
With this, digital modes of teaching
and learning were gradually incorporated
into the classroom, such as the BYOD
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Grade schoolers attend ‘Kumustahan’
Harry Gerard L. Perez

“...have an
inquisitive mind
and a heart that
speaks the truth.”
| Br. Dante Amisola, FSC

DLSL
Archives

D

e La Salle Lipa President Br. Dante Amisola, FSC, graced the
"Kumustahan", an online assembly, last January 28.

The proceedings were broadcast
over the school's YouTube channel with
Integrated School Principal Ms. Haidee
Angeles and Associate Principal for
Academics Ms. Kristine Dimaculangan
in attendance. Grade School Assistant
Principal, Ms. Rosalinda Cornejo served as
mistress of ceremonies.
The program's main agenda was a
check on how the past six months of
borderfree, virtual education is going and
addressing frequently-asked questions
from students.
Grade 6 representative Gillene Nicole
Urrea stated her gratitude and praise on
how the borderfree program is progressing.
"Our learning experience in Borderfree
Education will always be fun, meaningful,
and memorable,” she blared.
Grade 5 representative Harry Gerard
Perez took a question from a fellow

Grade School representative and the
Assistant Principal on how does he see
the institution's education reimagined; in
which he sees such as gearing to become a
digital university with high-speed internet
and automated facilities.
Br. Dante later laid out that the
refurbishment of the classrooms is already
80% done and hopes for more dynamic
interaction with teachers and students.
Grade 6 representative, Immanuel Quinto
also seconded the statement.
Other questions that were asked
were the possibilities of collaborating the
ongoing CAPSTONE with other countries
and why the formative assessments aren't
counted towards the final grade, in which
Ms. Angeles replied that learning is more
important than grades.
Ms. Dimaculangan further allayed the
concern of the necessity of the CAPSTONE

Ms. Evarretta underscores students’ resilience
Immanuel Gerard Quinto
Ms. Lovely Evarretta shared in a
webinar entitled Resilience: Overcoming
Adversities the things students must
remember to develop resilience, October
28, 2020.

“Slow progress is not a failure. When
anything is done quickly, problems may
arise. When we may see other people
being successful while you are still not that
progressive, we should just be happy for
them and we must do our work. We must
not be pressured,” she quipped.

De La Salle Lipa President,
Br. Dante Amisola, FSC,
answers questions thrown by
the chosen representatives of
the Grade School Department
to assure that everybody is
informed of the new normal
setup of the institution.

in times such as the pandemic.
"We are looking for an education that
prepares you for the future. It's not just
surviving but thriving on the future of
perplexity and complexity as Bro. Dante
said.", she added.
However, the President said that he
cannot assure that no one is left behind
even though the idea is ideal especially
when it comes to internet connection and
the platform but evaluations and review are
underway.
Furthermore, when asked if the status
quo would continue, Bro. Dante blared that
evaluations would be taken but if he were
to be asked, he would not want to do that
any longer.
However, he expressed optimism that
upon resumption of physical learning,
students would become fully engaged in
exchanging questions in the classroom and
expanded learning experience.
He closed the proceedings by exhorting
the students to have an "inquisitive mind
and a heart that speaks the truth".

In addition, Ms. Evarretta shared that
students should know how to learn from
experiences for these experiences can
make everybody be better versions of
themselves.
In the current situation, resilience is a
value that is emphasized to everyone. It is
about adapting and recovering when things
do not go well as planned.
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Lasallians clinch 1st place in 17th Word Cup

T
GILLIENNE NICOLE
URREA

IMMANUEL GERARD
QUINTO

Bakas Staff

he 17th Word Cup National
Virtual Conference and Online
Contests participated by more
than 500 delegates was held
successfully as its main goal
was to enhance and develop writers’ skills
in this time of pandemic; wherein two
BAKAS members grabbed the first place
in their respective categories, held in the
contenders' own homes using the Zoom
platform on February 27- 28, 2021.
In this National event participated by contestants
from different regions and islands in the Philippines,
two of De La Salle Lipa’s grade school students
namely Gillienne Nicole Urrea and Immanuel
Gerard Quinto, both grade 6 students, were hailed
as champions in two of the six categories in the
elementary level, Science and Health Writing and
Sports Writing respectively, as they amazed the
evaluators; hence, bringing pride to our school.
“It was a great experience. I learned a lot of
things and I enjoyed listening to the speakers and
learning from them,” Immanuel Gerard uttered.
“The results were unexpected. The topic was

<<< p/01
(Bring Your Own Device) policy for
Grades 4-12 and the use of Canvas when
answering seat works and quizzes,
effectively preparing Lasallians for the
unexpected crisis that caught many other
educational institutions off-guard.
And before the school’s complete
transition to Borderfree Education in AY
2020-2021, a special course titled “Project
DCommons” was designed for students
and faculty alike to onboard, guide, and
immerse them in the services offered by
the school, technical aspects of Canvas,
and the Social Innovation Fundamentals
(SIFs).
Features, perks and possibilities
Keeping in mind the safety and
well-being concerns of Lasallians, the
Borderfree Education prepares the students
to become 21st century learners through
encouraging them to develop skills such as
collaboration, creativity, critical thinking,
and communication amidst the pandemic.
Students can become agents of their
own learning process through self-paced
learning, wherein they accomplish modules

Immanuel Gerard Quinto
hard but I am glad that I still did it.” Gillienne Nicole
said.
Cognizant to the indispensable role of the youth
in nation-building, the Word Cup Organization
conducted a 2-day lecture and training as they
invited speakers namely Sir Dexter Galban, a
commissioner on population and developmentNEDA; Sir Francis Yuseco, Head and Innovator of
PHILTRAK; Sir Manny Garibay, a world renowned
artist; and Sir Christopher De Venecia, a House of
Representative member who finished his courses in
Harvard Kennedy School.
This event, which is in partnership with
EdCalibre International Corporation founded by Mr.
Eugenio Calapit, has been victorious as it achieved
one of its objectives which is to enhance the skills
and talents of young journalists.
Furthermore, it has made the participants more
aware of the situations happening in our country
as they invited some speakers to talk about certain
endeavors like the PHILTRAK project, the impact
of the pandemic on the Filipino population, and
support for the advocacy on arts.

created and uploaded by their teachers in
Canvas at their own time and pace, and
at the end of each module, they answer
a Formative Assessment that measures if
they have learned something from that
particular module.
Synchronous class sessions are also
held from Monday to Friday (except on
Wednesday, which is a free-structured day)
through conferencing apps such as Google
Meet or Microsoft Teams, giving students
a chance to meet with their classmates
and teachers and consult with them about
certain topics.
Every quarter, the students are required
to answer a Summative Assessment that
aims to gauge how much they have learned
through the application and integration
of concepts learned from the different
subjects; oftentimes, the Summative
Assessment is related to the CAPSTONE
output of the students.
And speaking of CAPSTONE, it is
a special course that is accomplished
by students from Grades 4-12 in which
they choose a specific social issue that
they want to address and come up with
a feasible solution/plan in line with the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
of the United Nations; in doing so, they

are challenged to become young social
innovators of the 21st century.
Not only does the Borderfree learning
focus on academic-related activities, but it
also includes in its priorities the spiritual
well-being of learners—virtual morning
prayers and daily Mass are held every
8:00 a.m., and modules related to Catholic
social teachings are published quarterly in
place of the outreach activities normally
conducted during face-to-face academic
years.
Extracurricular activities such as clubs
are also conducted every Wednesday—
designated as a free-structured or SMILES
day—for students to unwind and take a
break from their studies; during this freestructured day, no SSVCs are scheduled
and learners are free to conduct their
activities like CAPSTONE group meetings
or attend general assemblies and other
programs scheduled by the school.
“We are committed not only to the
teaching-learning process but also to
reinterpret in digital space, the larger
product of human formation, and to
reconfigure the personal support systems
to accompany every student in their
lifelong learning journey.”, the Borderfree
Learning Experience Roadmap states.
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in education

[horizon]
Gillienne Nicole C. Urrea

P

erhaps some of us Lasallians do miss the
traditional way of classes held in school.
Classrooms, noisy classmates, homeroom advisers,
the morning prayer, recess and lunch in the
canteen, afternoons spent in the library --- all of these
memories simply bring forth a feeling of nostalgia that
reminds us of the good old days.

Sadly, our current situation has called for an alternative method of
education to replace the old face-to-face setup at least temporarily to
protect students, teachers, and other Lasallian partners from COVID-19.
Because of this sudden shift to online modes of learning, many changes
in the way classes were conducted occurred and study habits were adjusted.
Even in our school, DLSL, where digital learning is not that new to us,
several changes have been made in our daily school activities.
Everything, from quizzes to discussions and even the morning mass, is
done online.
Because of the new system of learning, the school calendar or the
schedule of DLSL’s activities for this year was also slightly adjusted. Our
online classes started last August 24, 2020 following the proclamation of
the Department of Education (DepEd), in contrast to the previous school
years, when our classes would usually start around August 12 or 13.
Like any other setup or process, this online educational system has
numerous advantages and disadvantages that were all weighed against one
another to be able to implement it properly.
One particular advantage of the digital campus is that it can protect
students, teachers, and Lasallian partners from COVID-19 and other
infectious diseases as it lessens physical contact among people.
Another advantage is that through online platforms, we, students and
also teachers can discover new things, especially technology or Internetrelated information, that can be of great help to us in Borderfree learning
(for example, keyboard shortcuts like Ctrl + C and Ctrl + V).
However, one major disadvantage of the current educational set-up is
that it can cause eyestrain, fatigue, and headache, especially for Lasallians
who are not that used to online learning (the blue light emitted by our
gadgets can lead to eye conditions and illnesses like cataracts).
Another bad thing about online learning is that the teacher cannot
directly monitor the students when they are answering their modules,
increasing the chance that students may be dishonest and cheat either by
copying their classmates’ answers or by copying pieces of information from
the Internet without citing references or giving proper credit to the author
(plagiarism).
Lastly, students who do not have good Internet connections or signal
will have a hard time attending online classes and answering their modules
because they will not be able to hear what the teacher is saying properly
and they will not be able to see and access the content of their modules.
These advantages and disadvantages prove that online learning is not a
perfect solution, but the best method so far, in continuing to bring quality
education to millions of students.
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[echoes]
Aeacus Charles R. Mendoza

+RZVFKRROVFKDQJH
GXULQJWKHQHZQRUPDO
For me, and for all of us, we all know that 2020
is not the best year because of the COVID-19
pandemic that’s why we have the New Normal.
In the new normal, there were lockdowns,
we can’t go outside, we can’t see our friends but
luckily, we have technology like a laptop, and other
gadgets. We use these devices to apply learning in
the new normal. It is a challenge for students like us,
our teachers, and even our parents.
Online learning is when the students study with
their teacher and classmates through applications
that use webcams like Zoom, Google Meet, etc. The
goal is to keep students engaged academically in
order to retain what they have learned.
This new way of learning brought by COVID-19
pandemic can be an additional challenge during this
tough time.
Let’s do our best to adjust and to make this
current situation work.
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In an online survey made by Bakas from January
to February 2021, Lasallians were asked:
£+\OcY_]K^SO]¬ONLc^ROaKc^ROVYMKVQY`O\XWOX^
S]RKXNVSXQ^ROZKXNOWSMMK]OSX6SZK-S^c)¤

80%

[spotlight]
Immanuel Gerard Quinto

This too, shall pass

T

he pandemic has brought a lot of changes
to our community and to us, people.
For me, it is somewhat like a blessing in
disguise. The changes that happen are both
positive and negative.

This has carried some conflicts, economic problems, and a lot
more. Now, we are being quarantined. We have been confined in
our homes for more than a year already. We are advised to stay at
home always and just go out if we have some important matters
to do. This is to make us safe and to avoid the spread of the virus.
Face-to-face classes are shifted to online and modular learning.
With this type of learning, we can learn at home through the use
of our gadgets.

20%

Despite the new set-up, we still see some advantages because
we can learn new things even if we are secured at home although
some students might still need to adjust their schedule and habits.
Moreover, this pandemic has brought panic to a lot of people.
Many people are scared; some people might also be experiencing
anxieties and distress due to hunger, loss of jobs, and even loved
ones, to name a few.
However, we can look at the bright side of the situation,
one of which is the environmental cleanliness. Because of the
quarantine, there is less transportation; hence, minimizing air and
noise pollution. People have also become more prayerful. We trust
God more than before, having high hopes that the pandemic will
end soon. Furthermore, this pandemic has affected our lifestyle.
We became more disciplined. We improved our hygiene practices
- we wash our hands always, keep our bodies clean, and eat more
healthful foods.
Despite these changes that are brought about by the new
normal, we must still always think about the positive side of it. It
gives us many perks that we should be thankful for. With it, we
can go beyond the ordinary. With the problem we are currently
facing, we can learn more values. We learned how to be more
responsible and organized. We also learned to be resilient that no
matter what challenges that we may face, we can still bounce back
easily. These things are the keys for us to be successful people.
We must always remember that this obstacle is just temporary,
and we firmly hold on to our faith that this too, shall pass. When
this is over, we will surely become stronger and better versions of
ourselves.

Adapting to online learning
A school is defined as an
educational institution
designed to provide
learning spaces and learning
environments for the
teaching of students or
pupils under the direction of
teachers.
Since a formal education
was instituted by the
Spaniards in our country
in the 16th century, it has
become a normal form of
education until this time
where the students have
face-to-face encounters
with their mentors in a
class, in a traditional school
building. However, due to
unprecedented times like

this, learners and mentors
have to stay at home for health
safety. Our mode of learning
has been disrupted and our
system of education has to
adapt to distance learning that
take place in our homes.
Since we do not know
when this pandemic ends,
we must learn to change our
routine or habits of learning.
One way on how we can
do this successfully is to
know how to be organized to
maximize our learnings. We
have to have a plan on how we
can structure our step-by-step
routine focusing on the most
important lessons first down
to the least ones. Though it

is quite difficult if not guided
by our parents or guardians,
a practice of doing so alone
daily is needed until we reach
the time that their guidance is
minimal or no more. We may
feel loneliness along the way,
but the gadgets that we are
using will be helpful enough
to connect with our peers,
mentors, family, and even
to the entire internet world
where we can also express our
different emotions.
Moreover, let us keep in
mind that we are all humans
that need breaks, relaxation,
and rest. Research shows that
our brain is more productive
when taking a moment of

Harry Gerard L. Perez

[closer]
silence. We can do exercises,
read books, watch movies,
play favorite music or
instruments just at home.
We can enjoy everything
with our family. Remember
that our adaptation is only
focused on studying the
subjective types of learnings
and can be very flexible.

YES,
06 Bakas
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%HOLHYHPH,NQRZWKDW\RXFDQ
<RXMXVWKDYHWRWUXVW\RXUVHOI
,QDQ\HQGHDYRUWKDW\RXFKRRVHWRGR
$OZD\VUHPHPEHUWKDW\RXFDQ
Do your best in everything you do
7RPDNH\RXUGUHDPVFRPHWUXH
,I\RXEHOLHYHWKDW\RXFDQ
There is nothing that you can’t do

you can!

<RXGRQRWDOZD\VKDYHWRZLQ
,W·VWKHH[SHULHQFHWKDWUHDOO\PDWWHUV
$OZD\VPDNHLWDJRDOLQ\RXUOLIH
To be better than who you have been
,QHYHU\PRPHQWRI\RXUOLIH
Work and strive hard to do your best
0RVWLPSRUWDQWO\WUXVWRXU*RG$OPLJKW\
$QGEHOLHYHWKDW+HZLOOGRWKHUHVW

Immanuel Gerard Quinto

Whatever it takes
Immanuel Gerard Quinto
I will be a successful person whatever it takes
Even if there are difficulties to face
I will always believe that I can do it
and be confident in myself always
I will always do my best in anything I do
and persevere to make my dreams come true
I will never give up nor lose hope
and pray to God to help me in everything I do
I will prioritize studies over anything else
and always focus on making the future better
and when the time comes that I reach my goals
I will help my family and other people as well.

It is okay to sometimes fail
in our lives
No one is perfect in this
world, anyway
What matters is we do not
give up
We should be resilient
always

Being resilient means to
bounce back easily
Without being such, we will
not be successful
In any difficulties we may
face
Resilience is still the key to
success

We should not give up in
difficulties we may face
We must bounce back in
order to be stronger
We should always pray to
God the Almighty
For Him to guide us
always

Resilience
matters
Immanuel Gerard Quinto
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My life in school
Aeacus Charles R. Mendoza

7KH\HDUV,VSHQWLQVFKRRO
KDVPDGHP\OLIHORRN
FRRO
$ORQJZLWKWKHIULHQGV,
PHWWKHUH
,KDGHYHU\WKLQJWRVKDUH
,OHDUQHGPDQ\WKLQJV
during discussions
ZLWKP\WHDFKHU
7KH\WDXJKWPHWRGUHDP
and do things better
:KHQHYHU,·PGRZQRU
have a frown
0\FODVVPDWHVFDQWXUQLW
XSVLGHGRZQ

$VWKHSDQGHPLFKLW
0HDQGP\IULHQGVKDYH
VSOLW
$VWKHQHZQRUPDOEHJXQ
:HDOOVWLOOWRJHWKHUKDGIXQ
,WKDQNWKHSHRSOH,KDYH
found
&DXVH·WKH\PDNHPHKDSS\DOODURXQG
$QGDVVRRQDVP\FODVVHV
FRPHWRDQHQG
,ZLOOVD\IDUHZHOOWRP\
friends

Gillienne Nicole C. Urrea
Malapit na muling matapos ang taon
Kaya’t sa mga pangyayaring naganap,
tayo’y muling lumingon
Tagumpay man o trahedya
Pagsubok at pandemya
Tayo’y makakaraos, tayo’y muling babangon.

Biyayang tunay
Immanuel Gerard Quinto
Mga magulang natin ay biyayang talaga
Bawat hakbang natin, sila'y laging
nakasuporta
Mga ginintuang payo, bigay sa atin sa tuwina
Upang buhay natin ay mas lalong gumanda.
Sila ay walang pagod na nagtatrabaho
Upang mas maging maunlad lamang tayo
Halos lahat ng bagay kanilang ibinibigay
Suporta at pagmamahal nila'y walang humpay.
Kaya't ang tanging maisusukli natin
Pagiging mabait at masunuring bata
Mga utos nila ay laging susundin
Payo nila'y dalhin natin hanggang pagtanda.
Ating mga magulang ay biyaya ng Diyos sa atin
Dapat nating igalang, pahalagahan nang lubusan
Marapat din natin silang respetuhin at mahalin
Buhay nati'y bubuti kapag sila'y pakikinggan.

Muling
paglingon
sa nakaraang
taon

Unang buwan pa lamang, isang bulkan ang nagising
Mula sa kanyang tulog na kaytagal
at kayhimbing; Taal ay nag-alburoto
Mga pinsala’y natamo
At nasira ang kagandahan ng isang pangkalikasang
sining.
Hindi pa man din nakakabangon,
isa na namang pagsubok ang dumaan
Ang kalaban ay hindi nakikita, ngunit mapanganib;
COVID-19 ang kanyang pangalan
Buong mundo’y hindi handa
Sa suliraning dala
Ng pandemyang naghatid ng bangungot sa lahat ng
mamamayan.
At habang ang bansa’y abala sa pakikipagsapalaran
Sa giyera laban sa sakit na nagdudulot din ng kamatayan
Bumagabag ang mga bagyong
Sunod-sunod na humantong
Kaya’t marami ang lubos na naapektuhan.
Subalit hindi lang naman problema at kalamidad
Ang nagpakilala sa taong ito
Sapagkat tayong lahat ay namulat
At marami ang natutunan mula sa mga pagsubok na ito.
Basta’t palagi nating ikintal sa isipan
Na ang kalikasan at kalusugan ay palaging alagaan
Mahalaga rin ang pagtutulungan
Upang sa pagsalubong natin sa bagong yugto,
kapayapaan at kasaganaan
ay muling makamtan.
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Remaining

healthy
N  N
Gillienne Nicole C. Urrea

“H

ealth is wealth.” This is a very famous and frequently used
quote from Ralph Waldo Emerson, an American essayist
and philosopher. This saying is very much applicable to the
“New Normal” that we are experiencing right now as we
really need to take care of ourselves physically, mentally, and
emotionally in order to avoid getting infected with COVID-19 and other
diseases. It is also very important for us students to remain healthy,
happy, and productive during this pandemic so that we can have enough
energy to attend online classes, accomplish our modules, and have time
for other activities and relaxation.
In order for us to maintain our good
health and well-being, we also need to
have a specific list or set of tips/guidelines
to follow every day. Here are some health
tips for students enrolled in the Borderfree
Classroom so that they can stay safe, fit,
and productive during this online learning
set-up:

1

Always have a balanced
diet and drink just the
right amount of water.

Maybe your Science teacher has already
discussed in an SSVC or USVC the three
food groups: Go, Grow, and Glow. Go foods
give us energy, Grow foods make us grow
bigger and stronger, and Glow foods give
us vitamins, nutrients, and minerals that
are essential to our body’s growth. It’s
important that we have the right balance
between these types of foods; so we can
refer to either the Food Pyramid or MyPlate
for the correct serving of each food that we
should eat every day.
On the other hand, we should also drink
eight to ten glasses of water a day- no more,
no less- since water also provides us with
much-needed nutrients to our body systems
and makes us feel hydrated and refreshed.

Remember to practice
proper hygiene and
self-care habits.

Follow the rules/
protocols set by the
government and by
experts.

Some of the precautionary measures
passed by the government and other
organizations include wearing face masks
and face shields when going outside,
especially in public places like restaurants;
enforcing one-meter physical distancing
between people; and prohibition of face-toface Christmas parties, birthday parties, and
other “mass gatherings”.

4

This will greatly help to decongest your
daily agenda and give you time for other
activities. You can include in your schedule
your modules, Summative Assessments,
and other academic requirements that you
need to accomplish.

25

If you want to avoid catching COVID-19
as well as other viruses, germs, and
bacteria, you should always perform basic
hygiene routines and habits like taking a
bath regularly, washing your hands for at
least 20 seconds with antibacterial soap
and water, using alcohol or sanitizer if you
can’t wash your hands, brushing your teeth
and flossing at least thrice a day, etc.

3

If you can, prepare or
allot a schedule/time
frame for your schoolrelated activities.

Be sure to have time to
relax, talk/bond with
your family, exercise,
and do household
chores.

As much as you would like to complete
your school requirements on time or maybe
even earlier, it’s equally important that you
get some time to rest and interact with your
family. You can take short walks outside
your house to get some fresh air and
sunlight, play sports like badminton with
your family members, water your plants
or cultivate new crops in your garden, and
explore new hobbies and interests.

,I\RXKDYHGLI¿FXOW\LQ
a certain area, lesson,
or subject, ask your
parents, teachers, or
classmates for help.

6

Don’t be shy and don’t hesitate to talk
to/message them if you need assistance in a
challenging subject or if you are just curious
about something. You can reach them
through their email address, Messenger
account, and other means of communication.

7KH2IÀFLDO3XEOLFDWLRQRIWKH6WXGHQWVRI'H/D6DOOH/LSD*UDGH6FKRRO&RPPXQLW\
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Immanuel Gerard Quinto

A

re you having some difficulties or
problems with online learning? Well,
online learning gives us a new type
of education. With it, we can learn
more things independently and even
go beyond the ordinary. It is like a new invention
which can make the lives of people easy and
trouble-free. Online learning is about learning new
things through the use of the internet and mobile
devices to name a few. This new learning set-up
can give us a bunch of perks.
An advantage of this type of learning is that it allows us
to be more flexible and we can do activities at our own pace.
With the face-to-face classes before, most of the students still need
to wake up early; some students also skip their breakfast just to
get to school on time. When learning online, we can manage our
own time. In addition, this learning can help us to get back to the
topics or lectures that we missed. In face-to-face learning,
some students may feel awkward when
asking questions

Christmas
during
pandemic

How does one celebrate
Christmas during this
pandemic?
This year is a unique
experience for all of us

to their teacher. While now, we can review
the past meetings when we missed something. For instance,
when I was not able to attend a meeting via Google Meet, I watched
the recording uploaded by our teacher in Canvas. Moreover, we
can work at our own speed and time. When we want to finish our
modules ahead of time, we can do it freely.
With the online learning set-up, we can also learn and discover
more things, aside from the lessons slated in our modules. We
can surpass the regularity. We can also learn other values. We can
develop our patience. When staying at our home, we can practice
patience. When your little brother or sister keeps asking
for help, be patient and help him or her. We can also apply
patience in doing the tasks that we needed to do.
This set-up can also help us develop essential life skills.
We can enhance our virtual communication skills when
we are attending an online class or chatting via e-mail or
messenger. Additionally, we can boost our collaboration
skills. For instance, in CAPSTONE we are told to do it by
group; hence we can work with our classmates virtually.
Refined critical-thinking is another skill which can be
developed in us with this new set-up. Furthermore, it can help
us become more independent and responsible in doing our
tasks, we can overcome the challenges that might come in our
way by thinking critically.
Overall, this new set-up brought to us by the pandemic gives
us a lot of perks and benefits which can hone us to become more
independent and responsible individuals; and these will help us
to succeed in life.

because we have a virus to worry about
that caused the world to be embroiled in
an unprecedented crisis known to us as a
pandemic.
This is one in history that cannot be
forgotten. A year that has changed the
emotions, the physical and mental wellbeing of everyone. The world became
cyber-dependent as this is the only means
of communication.
The general sense of “large celebration”
is gone- but the brighter side, if the
pandemic never came, most families would

not have experienced the long-buried thirst
of returning to the simplicity of celebrations,
which is the true essence of Christmas.
With all these, the pandemic may have
taken most of the excitement and candor of
Christmas out, but in my point of view, for
having a case like this, the 2020 Christmas
was not bad at all because Christ is the
center of the celebration, which is a must
for everyone at this time.

Harry Gerard L. Perez
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“I realized that I should value all things in life. I
must learn and reflect on many things that will
help us to improve ourselves in every action that
we need to make.”
>>> Luis Jaden A. Gabriel
“I learned the values of honesty and
independence in answering my modules
and in doing my formative and summative
assessments.”
>>> Isaiah Giovann S. Quinto
“I should never stop learning. It is also easier
to learn when teachers are teaching me face to
face but it didn’t stop me from learning.”
>>> Kiara Isabel E. Lumbres
“I learned to be more disciplined, more
organized, more appreciative and more
responsible and I also realized that I am truly
blessed.”
>>> Kingsley Mcreeve M. Borja

“I realized that Borderfree Education is the
safest way and helpful to the students who
want to study during this pandemic. Students
can learn more because there are explanations,
pictures, and online games wherein all students
can have much fun while learning. I also
learned the value and importance of time
management.”
>>> Maaya B. Chavez
“Even in these difficult times, I should not
give up but rather strive hard and learn
independently, because whatever happens,
I have to finish my studies. Having a good
education will lead me to a better future.”
>>> Jaden Miguel A. Arrieta
“Even if I’m not physically present at school,
I can still learn and understand my lessons
through video conferences and modules. I also
learned how to be independent and know how
to manage my time properly.”
>>> Ria Laureen C. Bathan

In
Action

Animo
Spirit

LVox

Lasallians’ Voice

“

What important learning
(values or takeaways) have
you realized from Borderfree
Education (online classes)
during this Covid 19 Pandemic?”
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E

very student knows that the COVID-19 pandemic has brought
lots of changes into our lives, especially when it comes to
education. Due to the threat of the virus, we are now enrolled in
a Borderfree Classroom, where classes are conducted virtually
instead of the usual face-to-face system, but despite this, we
still have time to connect with our teachers and classmates through video
conferences. Since VCs play a very important role in our Borderfree
learning journey, we need to know what they are and why we need to
attend them.
As explained in the Student Formation
Office (SFO) Announcements, there are
two types of video conferences: Structured
Synchronous Video Conference (SSVC)
and Unstructured Synchronous Video
Conference (USVC). Each of these sessions
is held once every school day, and they
usually last one hour each.
SSVCs are video conferences where the
teacher discusses one module of a particular
subject (for example, Module 4-MAPEH).
Here, the subject teacher and the class study
the lessons in detail, and usually, class
participation or recitation is included.
The students could also play online
educational games like Kahoot! and Quizlet
if time allows.
On the other hand, USVCs usually have
fewer class participants and here, students
are free to ask questions about the subject
or lessons, which makes it somewhat similar
to online consultations.
Also, if there is still spare time, the
teacher may conduct a review of the previous
module or an advance introduction of the
next module, usually through activities and
online educational games.
Based on my personal experience as
a student, I can understand the modules
better when they are discussed through
video conferences, because the teacher
adds notes to help us remember something
better or to easily answer certain types of
questions, etc.
Moreover, he/she also gives exercises

or practice activities for us to master the
lessons in Canvas. Educational games like
Gimkit, Quizlet, and activities like 4-PicsOne-Word are also played, and it’s much
more exciting doing them live/in real-time
with your classmates than doing them
asynchronously or in your modules.
Lastly, by attending, you also show
that you appreciate the sacrifices of our
hardworking and patient teachers, who
always strive to educate us well so that
in the future, we can become productive
citizens. Imagine, they work overtime and
conduct SSVCs and USVCs, even though
there may be problems with their Internet
connection or they want to spend more time
with their family, just so they could teach
us! Their amazing efforts can be rewarded
in our simple way by participating in video
conferences and listening attentively to
their discussions.
So, to sum this article up, there are
two types of video conferences: Structured
Synchronous Video Conferences (SSVCs)
and Unstructured Synchronous Video
Conferences (USVCs). Both of them
supplement the self-paced or asynchronous
learning modules in Canvas. They are
very crucial in our Borderfree learning
journey for various reasons: (1) they
can help us learn easier, (2) learning
is made fun and exciting, and (3) we
value the sacrifices and efforts made
by our teachers.

OUR LEARNING
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SSVCS, USVCS

Gillienne Nicole C. Urrea

VCE

All VC sessions will be
structured synchronous
(SSVC) which will be called
“Virtual Class Engagement”
(VCE) for the 4th Quarter.

DLSL devises a ‘pandemic-proof’
sports program for varsity players

Immanuel Gerard Quinto

S

tephen Covey, a famous American educator and businessman once said, “We develop our
character muscles by overcoming challenges and obstacles''. Indeed, there are no setbacks that
can hinder the athletes’ love for sports and in honing their skills despite the limitations brought
about by the pandemic. Such is being manifested by the DLSL Green Stallion Athletes through the
initiatives of the school’s Sports Development Office (SDO) headed by Mr. JRex Atienza, the SDO
Director, and Ms. Imee Mendoza, the Athletic Coordinator in the Integrated School.

The SDO provides a structured online
varsity program called Workout From
Home (WoFH).
This is to ensure that the varsity players
will continue to enhance their physical
conditioning and enrich their skills.
The athletes do not need to go to other
places as the coaches give them activities
which they can do in their respective areas
or places.
The coaches are holding synchronous
online sessions every Tuesday to present
the tasks, give reminders, and provide
the reflection material for the week. From

Gillienne Nicole C. Urrea

*6VWXGHVWULXPSK
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Several Grade School students
represented De La Salle
Lipa in various national and
international online contests
with some of them winning
different awards.
Audrey Clarisse Gayorgor,
a Grade 5 student, emerged as
the champion in the Interschool
Sci-Math Online Poster Making
Contest 2021 hosted by De
La Salle University (DLSU),
March 27, 2021, based on the
theme “Agham at Teknolohiya:
Sandigan ng Kalusugan,
Kabuhayan, Kaayusan, at
Kaligtasan”.
Meanwhile, Harry Gerard
L. Perez of Grade 5 was able to
receive the gold medal in the
World Math Invitational (WMI)
Tournament, one silver medal
SdaX]VcWT8]cTa]PcX^]P[9d]X^a
<PcW>[h\_XPS89<>P]S
one bronze medal award each
in the World Mathematics Team
Championship (WMTC) and
the Asian Science and Math
Olympiad for Primary Schools
(ASMOPSS).
On the other hand, Rebben
Marion R. Felix, a Grade 4
student, bagged the bronze
medal in the WMI Tournament.

Tuesdays to Fridays, the athletes are doing
the tasks at their own pace and time, while
every Saturday, they simultaneously train
with their coaches and teammates through
online platforms.
In addition, character-formation
programs are also provided to the studentathletes to support the development of
their values which are also deemed very
essential in this time of the pandemic.
Another feature of the WoFH is the
E-Tournament. This activity gives an
opportunity for the athletes to participate
in a series of physical challenges through

executing the different sets of skills in a
friendly competition and social interaction.
Some of the challenges are walling
drill for badminton, wall ball catching for
baseball, figure 8 dribbling for basketball,
visualization for chess, juggling for
football, burpees and jumping rope for
swimming, lateral side steps and jumping
rope for tennis, and individual high passing
for volleyball.
This undertaking also serves as an
assessment for the skills that the varsities
learned and developed during their
respective training.

E-TOURNAMENT
WINNERS

}<PaXP]^<PccWTf0RWX[[Tb6~"aS
Runner Up

A. GS Badminton Boys
}2P\PVP]PRP]3P]XT[0iXi2~
Champion
}<^aPBP[ePS^a8880~ bcAd]]Ta
Up
}0]VT[Tb5aP]i6TaPaS<~!]S
Runner Up

GS Football Boys Division II
}0aP]iP:TP];dXb3~2WP\_X^]
}3X\PhdVPBX[eX]1T]YP\X]0~ bc
Runner Up
}<P]P[^4cWP]6T^aVT3~!]S
Runner Up
}BX[eP0acWdaBcTeT]0~"aSAd]]Ta
Up

GS Badminton Girls and New
Members of the Team
}7Ta]P]STi<WPaXT[P0]c^]TccT2
~2WP\_X^]
}2Pb_T2Pa[5T[Xg2~ bcAd]]Ta
Up
}?Ta]TiIW^UXP:PaTT]2~!]S
Runner Up
B. GS Baseball Division I
}?[Pc^]9PW]XT[0]SaTf=~
Champion
}EXSP[2Ph[TBTP]AhP]C~ bc
Runner Up
};Ph[^6Taah6PQaXT[C~!]S
Runner Up
GS Baseball Division II
}2^\XP9PQTiFT]SP[T4~
Champion
}3T;T^]2[PaZA~ bcAd]]TaD_
}ATP[0[TgP]STaBWX]5~!]S
Runner Up
}<T]S^iP<PcT^0[[T];~"aS
Runner Up

H. GS Volleyball Boys and Girls
Division I
}3PRTa0[cWTP9^h;~2WP\_X^]
}2P_^]_^]<PaR^E~ bcAd]]Ta
Up
}6dX]c^0SaX]P<XRZT[P<~!]S
Runner Up
}6PaRXP2[PaT]RT0~"aSAd]]TaD_

I. GS Volleyball Boys and Girls
Division II
}<XaP]SPBWPf]6dX[T<~
F. GS Swimming Boys
Champion
}6X[[TV^3PeXS\^aeh];~
}CPQ[Xi^EPdVW]fT]ATdQT]B~ bc
Champion
Runner Up
}6^]iP[e^6X[QTacA^STeXR?P]S
}1PdcXbcPEPdVW]0]VT[^;TgeXTa1
3T[P5dT]cT<P]dT[9WTUiXTaIPRWPah ~!]SAd]]TaD_
B~ bcAd]]TaD_
}A^RPU^ac0giT[<PeTaXRZ<~"aS
}1PdcXbcP9^P`dX]6PT[A~!]S
Runner Up
Runner Up
GS Swimming Girls
}ATRT]^;XP]APXbP;~2WP\_X^]
}2PVdX\QP[9dW]PEXRc^aXP<*
Conty, Alyssa Therese P. and Libat,
8[PXaT:aXbcXP]T6~ bcAd]]TaD_
G. GS Tennis
}0]SP[=XRW^[Pb4\\P]dT[7~
Champion
}CTh9PR^Q3P]XT[0~ bcAd]]TaD_
}0]SP[=PcWP]4iTZXT[7~!]S
Runner Up

C. GS Basketball
};d]P;PfaT]RTAP\TbTbH~
Champion
}?TÕP0XSP];dRPb<~ bcAd]]Ta
Up
}6^]iP[Ti8884SdPaS^32
}2dTePb9P\Tb0]SaTf;
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D. Chess Division II
}3X\PhdVPEX]RT]cAhd0~
Champion
E. GS Football Boys Division I
}0Q[^]P;TP]3P]XT[2~
Champion
}ET[Pb`dTi6PQaXT[?X^1~ bc
Runner Up
}8]UP]cTA^QBP\dT[;~!]S
Runner Up
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